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OBSERVATIONS FROM 
PROFESSOR FARNSWORTH

• A best efforts clause “requires a party to make such efforts as are reasonable in [] light of that 
party’s ability and the means at its disposal and of the other party’s justifiable expectations . . . .”  
2 FARNSWORTH ON CONTRACTS § 7.17 at 350 (2d Ed. 1998).

• “Courts [and Plaintiffs] sometimes confuse the standard of best efforts with that of good faith.... 
Good faith is a standard that has honesty and fairness at its core and that is imposed on every 
party to a contract. Best efforts is a standard that has diligence as its essence and is imposed only 
on those contracting parties that have undertaken such performance. The two standards are 
distinct and that of best efforts is the more exacting.”  Farnsworth, On Trying to Keep One's 
Promises: The Duty of Best Efforts In Contract Law, 46 U. PITT. L.REV. 1, 8 (1984).

• And so the question is:  “How hard must one try if one has undertaken to use best efforts?”  
Farnsworth, 46 U. PITT. L.REV. 1, 1.
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ACKNOWLEDGING THE PROBLEM:
Dallas/Fort Worth Int’l Airport Bd. v. Vizant Tech., LLC, 
576 S.W.3d 362, 369 n. 12 (Tex. 2019) (emphasis added)

We have not previously addressed the multitude of thorny issues surrounding contractual "effort" clauses. See 

generally Zachary Miller, Best Efforts?: Differing Judicial Interpretations of a Familiar Term, 48 ARIZ. L. REV. 615, 615 

(2006) ("The judicial landscape is littered with conflicting interpretations of efforts clauses."); see also Citizens First 

Nat’l Bank of Tyler v. Cinco Expl. Co., 540 S.W.2d 292, 297 (Tex. 1976) (noting only that the phrase "best efforts" is 

"certainly susceptible to a variety of interpretations"). Many courts and commentators have addressed issues involving a 

party’s promise to make "best efforts." See generally Rob Park, Putting the "Best" in Best Efforts, 73 U. CHI. L. REV. 705, 

705 (2006) ("Today, the law of best efforts obligations is deeply unsettled, badly in need of clarity."); see also 

DaimlerChrysler Motors Co. v. Manuel, 362 S.W.3d 160, 170-177 (Tex.App.— Fort Worth 2012, no pet.) (discussing 

enforceability of, and standards for enforcing, "best efforts" and "good faith" clauses). And some have recognized a 

distinction between "best efforts" and a "good-faith effort." See, e.g., Miller, supra, at 618 ("[T]he best efforts standard 

should be more ‘onerous’ and ‘exacting’ than the standard of good faith.") (internal footnotes omitted); E. Allan 

Farnsworth, On Trying to Keep One’s Promises: The Duty of Best Efforts in Contract Law, 46 U. PITT. L. REV. 1, 8 (1984) 

("The two standards are distinct and that of best efforts is the more exacting."). We are concerned here only with the 

Board’s contractual promise to make a "good-faith effort" to obtain the Board’s authorization of a higher payment 

amount. 
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A STRONGER VIEW – “USE ALL” EFFORTS

• “Every contract carries an implied obligation of due diligence and good faith in the performance. . . . In 
contracts between commercial parties, however, a best efforts clause is not an ordinary provision. 
When it does appear, it represents conscious bargaining by the parties and is obviously intended to 
impose a duty beyond mere good-faith, duly diligent performance of the contract. Indeed, the very 
adjective ‘best’ obviously connotes a level of performance quite beyond the ordinary. It memorializes 
an agreement to intensify the level of required performance beyond the ordinary.  Therefore it 
implies a level of skill, dedication and assiduity above the norm for contractual performance. I 
believe that commercial parties agreeing to a best efforts clause understand that it imposes a duty to 
use all of the obligor's skill, talents and available resources to achieve the stated purpose.”

- First Nat. Bank of Lake Park v. Gay, 694 So.2d 784, 791 (Fla. 4th DCA 1997) 
(Farmer, J., concurring) (emphasis added)
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BEST EFFORTS AS “GOOD FAITH PLUS”

Mylan Pharmaceuticals, Inc. v. Am. Cyanimid Co., 48 F.3d 1216, 1995 U.S. App. LEXIS 11033 (4th Cir. 
1995) (unpublished table decision) (apply West Virginia law)

 “Lederle agreed to purchase annually at least a specified minimum quantity of Maxzide at a specified 
price and to use its ‘best efforts consistent with its overall business objectives and commensurate with 
products of like nature and market potential, to advertise, promote, and market’ Maxzide.”

 “A best efforts provision subsumes an obligation to act in good faith in exercising those best 
efforts.”  

 There was no breach of an express term, because “the agreement allows Cyanamid to act in 
accordance with its own objectives if they conflict with those of Mylan,” and additionally, “(1) 
Cyanamid strongly promoted Maxzide, (2) Maxzide's market loss was no greater than that of other 
brand-name drugs faced with generic competition, and (3) independent reasons existed for Maxzide's 
decline, including weak patent protection, changes in medical thinking, and FDA actions.”

 For its implied covenant claim to survive, “Mylan must produce sufficient evidence for a jury to find 
bad faith beyond mere failure to use best efforts.”
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SOME COURTS TREAT “BEST EFFORTS” 
LIKE “GOOD FAITH”

“[T]he ‘best efforts’ standard has been held to be equivalent to that of good faith. . . . We have been unable to 
find any case in which a court found, as here, that a party acted in good faith but did not use its best efforts. . . . 
The standard, whether it is expressed in terms of good faith or best efforts, cannot be defined in terms of a fixed 
formula; it varies with the facts and the field of law involved. . . . We have found no cases, and none have been 
cited, holding that ‘best efforts’ means every conceivable effort, which is the import of the district court's ruling on 
this issue.”

-Triple-A Baseball Club Associates v. Northeastern Baseball, Inc., 832 F.2d 214, 225, 228 (1st Cir. 1987) 
(applying Maine law) (emphasis added)

“A best efforts undertaking has been likened to the exercise of good faith implied in all contracts . . . The 
obligation to use one's best efforts on behalf of another does not require the obligor to ignore its own interests. . . . 
The question of whether a party has satisfied its "best efforts" or good faith obligations is a factual one . . . 
dependent upon the nature of the undertaking for which the ‘best efforts’ commitment has been made.”

-Grant v. Bd. of Education of City of Chicago, 282 Ill. App. 3d 1011, 1024-25 (1996) (emphasis added)
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SOME COURTS TREAT “BEST EFFORTS” 
LIKE “GOOD FAITH”

“The concept of ‘best efforts’ is related to the concept of ‘good faith,’ and requires parties to use 

‘reasonable diligence’ in the performance of the contract. . . . Plaintiffs' claim that defendants violated the 

covenant of good faith arises out of the same allegations as their claim that defendants failed to use their 

best efforts. In particular, plaintiffs contend that defendants took negotiating stances contrary to previous 

agreements and reneged on provisions to which they had already agreed, utilized regressive negotiation 

tactics, communicated an intent to terminate negotiations and rescind the deal and refused to communicate 

and cooperate with plaintiffs regarding the buy-sell agreement. In concluding above that defendants did 

not breach their obligation to use their best efforts to negotiate the buy-sell agreement, I have 

necessarily concluded that defendants acted in good faith in negotiating with plaintiffs.”

- Denil v. deBoer, Inc., 748 F.Supp.2d 967, 976, 978-79 (W.D. Wis. 2010) (emphasis added)
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BEST EFFORTS – SOME “EASY” CASES

Midland Pac. Building Corp. v. King, 157 Cal. App. 4th 264, 274 (2007)

• “The Kings contracted to and received substantial payment for using their best efforts to obtain 
the City's approval of a low density tract map. The Kings argue that there is no evidence they did 
not use their best efforts. But the evidence shows the Kings sought and obtained preliminary 
approval for a high density tract map. That alone is sufficient evidence of a breach. One does not 
use one's best efforts to obtain approval of a low density tract map by promoting a competing 
high density map.”

• “The Kings argue they simply presented an alternative to the City. But the Kings did not contract 
to and were not being paid to present an alternative map. A reasonable trier of fact could 
conclude the presentation of an alternative map breached the Kings' duty to use their best efforts 
to obtain approval of the original map.”
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BEST EFFORTS – SOME “EASY” CASES

In re Food Mgmt. Group, LLC, 372 B.R. 171 (Bkrtcy. S.D.N.Y. 2007):

• “Under Section 1.4 of the Contract, Matrix obligated itself to use best efforts to find a manager acceptable to 
Dunkin' Donuts. Dunkin' Donuts simply called for an honest, capable, responsible manager to operate the 
Dunkin' Donuts franchise stores. As confirmed by both Matrix principals, Matrix made no effort at all to 
comply.”  Id. at 205.

• “[I]n its June 8 letter Dunkin' Donuts approved everything about Matrix except its proffer of a confessed felon 
as operating manager. At the June 29 hearing, this Court ruled that Dunkin' Donuts' conditional approval was 
entirely appropriate. As a practical matter, the effect of Matrix' position is that the Dunkin' Donuts' June 8 letter 
created an option for Matrix, whereby Matrix could choose to find a replacement if it wished, which would bind 
the debtors to the Contract, or alternatively Matrix could choose not to submit anyone new to Dunkin' Donuts 
and thereby allow the Contract to fall by the wayside. . . That position is untenable. Dunkin' Donuts' June 8 
letter did not create an option at Matrix' sole discretion. . . . It was entirely reasonable for Dunkin' Donuts to 
require that Matrix present a non-felon to run its franchises.”  Id. at 204.
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BEST EFFORTS – SOME “EASY” CASES . . . 
AT LEAST AT THE PLEADING STAGE

Adv. Comfort Techs., Inc. d/b/a Intellibed v. London Luxury, LLC, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 201960 (D. Utah Dec. 5, 
2017) (applying New York law)

• Under an Agreement, “London Luxury agreed to use ‘best efforts’ to market Intellibed mattresses to Mattress 
Firm, Inc., a third-party retailer.”

• “[T]he Court holds that Intellibed has adequately alleged that London Luxury breached the ‘best efforts’ clause.  
Specifically, allegations that London Luxury told Mattress Firm that it would never have to talk to Intellibed 
again if Mattress Firm didn’t like the Gel Matrix strongly suggest that London Luxury failed to use ‘best 
efforts.’”

W4 Farms, Inc. v. Tyson Farms, Inc., 2017 NCBC 62 (N.C. Super. Ct. Jul. 24, 2017)

• Contract provided that “Company and Producer will use their reasonable best efforts in the production of 
Broilers.”

• “Plaintiff’s allegations that Defendants provided false technical advice to Plaintiffs and supplied Plaintiffs with 
genetically defective Broilers that were inherently susceptible to fatal disease are sufficient, at the Rule 12(b)(6) 
stage, to state a claim that Defendants breached the Broiler Production Contract.”
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“BEST EFFORTS” PRINCIPLES - CALIFORNIA

• In California, “[w]hether a defendant used best efforts under the circumstances is a factual 
question usually reserved for the jury,” although “the answer depends on the terms (and nature) 
of the agreement, Defendants’ ability, and Plaintiffs’ justifiable expectations.”  Samica Enters., 
LLC v. Mail Boxes Etc. USA, Inc., 637 F.Supp.2d 712, 717-18 (C.D. Cal. 2008).

• “[W]hen a contract does not define the phrase ‘best efforts,’ the promisor must use the diligence 
of a reasonable person under comparable circumstances, not the diligence required of a 
fiduciary.”  Cal. Pines Property Owners Ass’n v. Pedotti, 141 Cal. Rptr. 3d 793, 206 Cal. App.4th

384, 387 (2012).  “Best efforts does not mean every conceivable effort. . . . It does not require the 
promisor to ignore its own interests, spend itself into bankruptcy, or incur substantial losses to 
perform its contractual obligations. . . . Diligence is certainly required, but the obligation is 
framed within the bounds of reasonableness.”  Id. at 394-395.
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CALIFORNIA – “BEST EFFORTS” NOT MET

• Gilmore v. Hoffman, 123 Cal. App.2d 313, 319-20 (1954):  Lessors of farmland had agreed “to use their best 
efforts to see that there is sufficient water to irrigate said property”; breach of best efforts clause found by trial 
court and affirmed on appeal, where in light of water shortage “their best efforts would have been to drill a new 
well when it was first discovered . . . that such action was necessary,” rather than “doing other exploratory work 
and . . . trying to obtain satisfactory results from further attempted repairs[.]”

• Marsu v. The Walt Disney Co., 185 F.3d 932, 935-37 (9th Cir. 1999):  Disney agreed to “employ its ‘best efforts’ 
to secure a television network commitment to air . . . half-hour animated films” starring a character named 
Marsupilami.  Breach found where “Disney never asked the networks to air half-hour Marsupilami animated 
films as required under the Agreement before convincing Marsu to accept a ‘roll-out’ strategy” requiring “a 
slower and more incremental release of Marsupilami animations by producing a number of six to eight minute 
‘shorts’ rather than thirteen half-hour animated films”; “Disney told Marsu that the roll-out strategy was the 
only way to get television networks to air Marsupilami animations. But while convincing Marsu to accept the 
roll-out strategy, Disney never revealed that no Disney official had ever asked any television network to air 
half-hour Marsupilami animations.”
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CALIFORNIA – “BEST EFFORTS” MET

Samica, 637 F.Supp.2d at 717-18: 

• Franchisees of “The UPS Store” entered into agreements with Mail Boxes, Etc. (“MBE”), a wholly owned 
subsidiary of UPS, which contained a provision whereby “MBE agree[d] to use best efforts to ensure that its 
affiliate [UPS] gives Franchisee discounts and incentives on Franchisee's wholesale cost of UPS services.”

• “1) MBE had several discussions with UPS about improving ‘incentives, pricing, and retail rates;’ (2) MBE 
made ‘numerous requests to UPS to increase margins and incentives;’ and (3) MBE suggested that UPS 
simplify the rate structure, providing for ‘incentives [on the] retail rate.’”  Id. at 718.

• “Critically, UPS reserved for ‘its sole and absolute discretion’ the right to ‘modify’ Plaintiffs' incentives. This 
provision, to which Plaintiffs assented, not only limits MBE's ability to obtain incentives, but it also tempers 
Plaintiffs' justifiable expectations.”  Id.

• Plaintiffs “have not raised a genuine issue that UPS would have acted any differently had Defendants exerted 
greater effort,” because “Plaintiffs offer no evidence that UPS would have extended greater incentives had 
Defendants not allegedly breached their obligation.”  Id.
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ILLINOIS – NO BREACH OF “BEST EFFORTS”

Gentieu v. Tony Stone Images/Chicago, Inc., 255 F.Supp.2d 838 (N.D. Ill. 2003)

• Co-defendant Getty obligated itself to “use its best efforts to license the [Plaintiff’s] Images and 
to maximize the overall earnings received by TSI for same.”

• Gentieu challenged Getty’s alleged “failure to market her images electronically, withholding of 
contract renegotiation information, obstruction of her audit, withholding of payments, pricing, 
cancellation and restriction of her images, and participation in the creation of images in Gentieu's 
style by other photographers.”  Id. at 867.

• “[A]lthough Illinois courts have not categorically rejected best efforts clauses, such clauses have 
not been enforced when the contract has failed to set out the level of performance required by the 
phrase. Where the contract contains no additional language specifying the level of exertion 
required, a best efforts clause is too vague and indefinite to be enforced as a matter of law[.]”  Id.
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ILLINOIS – NO BREACH OF “BEST EFFORTS”

Gentieu v. Tony Stone Images/Chicago, Inc., 255 F.Supp.2d 838 (N.D. Ill. 2003)

• “Illinois courts have generally implied a best efforts obligation only if it is necessary to prevent the 

contract from failing for lack of mutuality or to otherwise achieve the clear intentions of the parties 

derived from their express agreement[.]”  Id. at 868 (internal quotation omitted).

• “Gentieu's compensation for images accepted under the contract was completely dependent on Getty's 

sales of those images, and her share of the licensing fees was the only consideration for her exclusive 

grant of authority to Getty. . . . Under such circumstances this Court views Illinois law as imposing an 

obligation on Getty to use good faith, reasonable efforts to promote Gentieu's images. Hence the best 

efforts clause in the 1993 Contract is enforceable as an express articulation of that otherwise implied 

obligation. Gentieu's challenges to Getty's complained-of conduct will be measured against that 

yardstick, despite the language's lack of precise measurement.”  Id.
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NEW YORK – KEY PRINCIPLES

• A commitment to apply best efforts “requires more than ‘good faith’, which is an implied covenant in all 
contracts . . . ‘Best efforts’ requires that plaintiffs pursue all reasonable methods for obtaining” the stated goal.  
See Kroboth v. Brent, 625 N.Y.S.2d 748, 749, 215 A.D.2d 813 (1995).

• “‘Best efforts’ requires greater care and diligence than the ordinary care and diligence to which the promisor 
would otherwise be bound to exercise. . . . And a promisor may be found to have breached a duty to use ‘best 
efforts,’ even if it has not breached the implied duty of ‘fair dealing.’ . . . ‘Best efforts’ can only be defined 
contextually.”  Ashokan Waters Servs., Inc. v. New Start, LLC, 807 N.Y.S.2d 550, 11 Misc.3d 686, 691-92 
(2006).

• “Under New York law, a contract need not explicitly define ‘best efforts’ for its ‘best efforts’ provision to be 
enforceable. . . . [T]o the extent that the term ‘best efforts’ in [the agreement] is ambiguous, and criteria by 
which to measure the parties' ‘best efforts’ are lacking, the extrinsic circumstances concerning the parties’ 
understanding of that term may be considered by the finder of fact.”  USAirways Group, Inc. v. British Airways 
PLC, 989 F.Supp. 482, 491 (S.D.N.Y. 1997).

• “A best efforts requirement must be reconciled with other clauses in the contract to the extent possible, not used 
as a basis for negating them.” Vestron, Inc. v. Nat’l Geographic Soc’y, 750 F.Supp. 586, 593 (S.D.N.Y. 1990).
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Van Valkenburgh, Nooger & Neville, Inc. v. Hayden 
Publishing Co., 30 N.Y.2d 34 (1972)

• In discussion with author for a new and later edition of the author’s works, publisher asked for a 

lower licensing rate.  

• When author refused to accept a lower rate, publisher: (1) hired other writers to prepare books on 

the same topic as author’s books, utilizing similar methods of presentation, organization and 

illustration; (2) concealed that effort from author and in fact denied it to author when author 

inquired; (3) advertised the new works similarly to the way it had advertised author’s works; (4) 

tried to sell the new books to its customers who had placed large orders for author’s works.  Id. at 

43.
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Van Valkenburgh, Nooger & Neville, Inc. v. Hayden 
Publishing Co., 30 N.Y.2d 34 (1972)

• “[I]n this contract there was an undertaking by the publisher to use its ‘best efforts’ to promote the 
author's works. Such a contract does not close off the right of a publisher to issue books on the same 
subject, to negotiate with and pay authors to write such books and to promote them fully according to 
the publisher's economic interests, even though those later publications adversely affect the contracting 
author's sales. . . . [L]icensees are not deemed to limit themselves in their usual business enterprise to 
the promotion of the licensor's product, absent specific agreement to this effect; and an agreement to 
use due diligence or best efforts does not alone limit their activity to the licensor's interests.”  Id. at 45.

• Still, “[a]lthough a publisher has a general right to act on its own interests in a way that may 
incidentally lessen an author's royalties, there may be a point where that activity is so manifestly 
harmful to the author, and must have been seen by the publisher so to be harmful, as to justify the court 
in saying there was a breach of the covenant to promote the author's work.”  Id. at 46.
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Bloor v. Falstaff Brewing Corp., 
601 F.2d 609 (2nd Cir. 1979)

• Under a 1972 contract, Falstaff Brewing purchased Ballantine’s brewing labels, trademarks, accounts 
receivable, distribution systems and other property (except Ballantine’s brewery), and agreed to “use its 
best efforts to promote and maintain a high volume of sales under the Proprietary Rights” and pay a 
$0.50/barrel royalty for six years.

• In early 1975, Falstaff came under new control of one Kalmanovitz, in order to avoid insolvency.  
Kalmanovitz “determined to concentrate on making beer and cutting sales costs. He decreased 
advertising, with the result that the Ballantine advertising budget shrank from $1 million to $115,000 a 
year. In late 1975 he closed four of Falstaff's six retail distribution centers, including the North Bergen, 
N.J. depot, which was ultimately replaced by two distributors servicing substantially fewer accounts.”  

• “With 1974 as a base, Ballantine declined 29.72% in 1975 and 45.81% in 1976 as compared with a 
1975 gain of 2.24% and a 1976 loss of 13.08% for all brewers excluding the top 15.”  Id. at 611-12.
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Bloor v. Falstaff Brewing Corp., 
601 F.2d 609 (2nd Cir. 1979)

• “Once the peril of insolvency had been averted, the drastic percentage reductions in Ballantine sales as related 

to any possible basis of comparison . . . required Falstaff at least to explore whether steps not involving 

substantial losses could have been taken to stop or at least lessen the rate of decline. The judge found that, 

instead of doing this, Falstaff had engaged in a number of misfeasances and nonfeasances which could have 

accounted in substantial measure for the catastrophic drop in Ballantine sales . . . . These included the closing of 

the North Bergen depot which had serviced "Mom and Pop" stores and bars in the New York metropolitan area; 

Falstaff's choices of distributors for Ballantine products in the New Jersey and particularly the New York areas, 

where the chosen distributor was the owner of a competing brand; its failure to take advantage of a proffer from 

Guinness-Harp Corporation to distribute Ballantine products in New York City through its Metrobeer Division; 

Falstaff's incentive to put more effort into sales of its own brands which sold at higher prices despite identity of 

the ingredients and were free from the $.50 a barrel royalty burden; its failure to treat Ballantine products 

evenhandedly with Falstaff's; its discontinuing the practice of setting goals for salesmen; and the general 

Kalmanovitz policy of stressing profit at the expense of volume. In the court's judgment, these misfeasances and 

nonfeasances warranted a conclusion that, even taking account of Falstaff's right to give reasonable 

consideration to its own interests, Falstaff had breached its duty to use best efforts[.]”  Id. at 613-14.
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Bloor v. Falstaff Brewing Corp., 
601 F.2d 609 (2nd Cir. 1979)

• “With respect to its own brands, management was entirely free to exercise its business judgment as to 
how to maximize profit even if this meant serious loss in volume. Because of the obligation it had 
assumed under the sales contract, its situation with respect to the Ballantine brands was quite different. 
The royalty of $.50 a barrel on sales was an essential part of the purchase price. . . . Although we agree 
that even [the best efforts clause] did not require Falstaff to spend itself into bankruptcy to promote the 
sales of Ballantine products, it did prevent the application to them of Kalmanovitz' philosophy of 
emphasizing profit uber alles without fair consideration of the effect on Ballantine volume. Plaintiff was 
not obliged to show just what steps Falstaff could reasonably have taken to maintain a high volume for 
Ballantine products. It was sufficient to show that Falstaff simply didn't care about Ballantine's volume 
and was content to allow this to plummet so long as that course was best for Falstaff's overall profit 
picture, an inference which the judge permissibly drew. The burden then shifted to Falstaff to prove 
there was nothing significant it could have done to promote Ballantine sales that would not have been 
financially disastrous.”  Id. at 614-15.
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A REMINDER REGARDING NEW YORK
(AND PERHAPS OTHER STATES)

• If looking for guidance on how “best efforts” clauses may be interpreted, you may also want to consult 
cases interpreting related clauses, even if they don’t include the word “best.”

• Holland Loader Co., LLC v. FLSmidth A/S, 313 F.Supp.3d 447 (S.D.N.Y. 2018):
• “It is unclear that, as a general rule, a ‘reasonable efforts’ clause imposes a less stringent obligation than a ‘best 

efforts’ clause under New York case law.  Rather, the New York courts tend to treat the two terms interchangeably, 
suggesting that they impose a similar performance obligation.”  Id. at 470 n. 5 (citing Soroof Trading Dev. Co. v. 
GE Fuel Cell Sys., LLC, 842 F.Supp.2d 502, 511 (S.D.N.Y. 2012).

• The Court in Holland Loader ultimately stated:  “In sum, compliance with a ‘commercially reasonable efforts’ 
clause requires at the very least some conscious exertion to accomplish the agreed goal, but something less than a 
degree of efforts that jeopardizes one’s business interests.  A contracting party’s efforts are judged objectively in 
light of proven standards.”  Id. at 473.

• Question:  Must we reconcile the “some conscious exertion” standard of Holland Loader with the “greater care and 
diligence than the ordinary care and diligence” standard of Ashokan?  Is the key distinction the word 
“commercially”?
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DELAWARE - “REASONABLE BEST EFFORTS” –
BREACH OF CONTRACT FOUND

Hexion Specialty Chems., Inc. v. Huntsman Corp., 965 A.2d 715 (Del. Ch. 2008):

• Merger agreement contained an express covenant that Hexion would “use its reasonable best efforts to take, or 
cause to be taken, all actions and to do, or cause to be done, all things necessary, proper or advisable to arrange 
and consummate the Financing on the terms and conditions described in the Commitment Letter[.]”

• “Put more simply, to the extent that an act was both commercially reasonable and advisable to enhance the 
likelihood of consummation of the financing, the onus was on Hexion to take that act. To the extent that Hexion 
deliberately chose not to act, but instead pursued another path designed to avoid the consummation of the 
financing, Hexion knowingly and intentionally breached this covenant.”  Id. at 749.

• “[T]hat Hexion's board was permitted to take steps to avoid insolvency upon closing the merger if it believed in 
good faith that would ensue if it stayed on its present course is not the same thing as saying that Hexion could 
therefore attempt to abandon the merger entirely before satisfying itself that there were not commercially 
reasonable steps it could take to meet its obligations under the merger agreement while still avoiding 
bankruptcy.”  Id. at 754.
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DELAWARE –
“COMMERCIALLY REASONABLE EFFORTS” AND 

“BEST EFFORTS” – BREACH OF CONTRACT 
FOUND

Wavedivision Holdings, LLC v. Millennium Digital Media Sys., L.L.C., 2010 Del. Ch. LEXIS 194 (Sept. 17, 2010):

• Millennium, as the seller under an asset purchase agreement with Wavedivision, agreed to “use commercially 
reasonable efforts at its expense . . . to obtain all Seller Required Approvals,” which included consents from 
Millennium’s lenders.  Additionally, the parties were obligated to “cooperate and use their respective best 
efforts to fulfill as promptly as practicable the conditions precedent to their obligations hereunder to the extent 
that they have the ability to control the satisfaction of such obligations.”

• Millennium failed to promptly respond to comments from its Senior Lenders concerning draft consents; waited 
two weeks to notify Wavedivision that two other of Millennium’s lenders had given notices of non-consent, and 
did not contest those non-consents; and failed to advise Wavedivision that one of Millennium’s senior lenders 
was endeavoring to acquire a majority interest in Millennium’s senior debt.

• Millennium “spent most of its energy and resources helping to develop an alternative to the sale, efforts 
designed to thwart, not obtain, consent. That is, instead of working in good faith with Wave to obtain the 
necessary consents, Millennium kept Wave in the dark and on a string so it could prospect for a better deal. . . . 
Millennium did not use its reasonable best efforts to secure the consent of its lenders, instead, it actively 
pursued a course of action that made the lenders' consent less likely.”
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DELAWARE - “REASONABLE BEST EFFORTS” –
NO BREACH OF CONTRACT FOUND

Alliance Data Sys. Corp. v. Blackstone Capital Partners V L.P., 963 A.2d 746 (Del. Ch. 2009):

• Alliance (“ADS”) entered merger agreement with Aladdin, an acquisition company owned by 
Blackstone Group.  The agreement required that “[e]ach of the Parties shall use its reasonable best 
efforts to ... obtain any requisite approvals, consents, Orders, exemptions or waivers by, or to avoid an 
action by, any Third Party or Governmental Entity relating to antitrust, merger and acquisition, 
competition, trade, banking or other regulatory matters . . .”

• “ADS is a sophisticated party that, by its own admission, was aware of the need for OCC approval of 
the Merger. But, it failed to secure any commitment from Aladdin that Blackstone would use any form 
of effort-much less reasonable best efforts-to secure OCC approval. ADS secured only commitments 
from Aladdin itself.”  Id. at 764.

• ADS’ “only complaint about Aladdin's behavior is that Aladdin did not somehow force Blackstone to 
agree to the OCC's demands. As just explained, Aladdin had no contractual obligation to make 
Blackstone exert best efforts to secure OCC approval.”  Id.
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DELAWARE - “REASONABLE BEST EFFORTS” 
–

NO BREACH OF IMPLIED COVENANT
OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING

Narrowstep, Inc. v. Onstream Media Corp., 2010 Del. Ch. LEXIS 250 (Dec. 22, 2010):  

• Court refused to find breach of implied covenant from alleged failure to use “reasonable best efforts” to close a 
merger as required in a merger agreement.

• “Both of Narrowstep's alleged grounds for its implied covenant claim essentially accuse Onstream of breaching the 
Agreement by failing to use its reasonable best efforts to effect an expeditious closing of the merger. As such . . . 
Narrowstep has accused Onstream of breaching express terms of the Merger Documents that appear to be directly on 
point.”

• “[T]he parties intended not to set a hard and fast closing deadline but rather to have the merger close, if at all, after all
conditions precedent to closing had been satisfied, whenever that should occur. Thus, implying a firm deadline in the 
contract, let alone finding that Onstream breached such a deadline, would contradict the express terms of the 
contract.”

• “To the extent Narrowstep bases its implied covenant claim on Onstream's alleged bad faith in manufacturing delays 
and failing to use its reasonable best efforts to close the merger in an expeditious manner, §§ 4.8(a) and 8.1(b) 
expressly proscribe the same behavior. . . . Narrowstep, therefore, cannot state a separate claim for a breach of an 
implied term that would proscribe the same behavior as § 4.8(a).”
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DELAWARE –
“COMMERCIALLY REASONABLE BEST EFFORTS” 

NO BREACH OF IMPLIED COVENANT
OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING

Fortis Advisors LLC v. Dialog Semiconductor PLC, 2015 Del. Ch. LEXIS 22 (Jan. 30, 2015)

• Merger agreement required Dialog to use “commercially reasonable best efforts” to meet and 

distribute in full certain earn-out payments.

• Dismissing implied covenant claim, because “[t]he Merger Agreement . . . expressly imposed on 

Dialog the obligation to use ‘commercially reasonable best efforts to . . . achieve and pay the 

Earn-Out Payments in full.’ Thus, the Merger Agreement sets a contractual standard by which to 

evaluate if Dialog's failure to achieve and pay the earn-out payments in its operation of the 

Power Conversion Business Group was improper.  There is no gap in the Merger Agreement to 

fill in this regard.”
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OTHER DELAWARE CONSIDERATIONS:  
TIMING/DURATION OF OBLIGATION & 

REFERENCE TO INDUSTRY STANDARDS
• Sentence structure matters!  For a case meticulously discussing when, and for how long, the particular 

“best efforts” obligation applied, based on the unique structure of the clause, see ITG Brands, LLC v. 
Reynolds American, Inc., 2017 Del. Ch. LEXIS 819 (Del. Ch. Nov. 30, 2017).

• Referencing industry standards often can render a best efforts clause enforceable.  See, e.g., Wenske v. 
Blue Bell Creameries, Inc., 2018 Del. Ch. LEXIS 221 (Del. Ch. Jul. 6, 2018).

• Language at issue:  “[Blue Bell Creameries, Inc.] shall use its best efforts to conduct [Blue Bell’s] business in a 
good and businesslike manner, and in accordance with sound business practices in the industry.”

• “The [clause’s] plain meaning is that [Blue Bell Creameries] must endeavor diligently to conduct Blue Bell’s 
business in accordance with practices that (1) are based on thorough knowledge of and experience with the dairy 
industry,; or (2) agree with accepted views within that industry. . . .[T]he phrase ‘sound business practices in the 
industry’ . . . may reasonably be understood to encompass (1) food safety practices prescribed by federal and state 
statutes, regulations and guidance documents applicable to dairy industry participants; and (2) food safety practices 
recommended by recognized trade organizations within the dairy industry[.]”
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TEXAS – BASIC PRINCIPLES

• CKB & Associates, Inc. v. Moore McCormack Petroleum, Inc., 809 S.W.2d 577 (Tex. App. – Dallas 
1991, writ denied)

• “[T]o be enforceable, a best efforts contract must set some kind of goal or guideline against which best efforts may 
be measured.”  Id. at 581.

• “A contracting party that performs within the guidelines fulfills the contract regardless of the quality of its efforts.  
When a party misses the guidelines, courts measure the quality of its efforts by circumstances of the case . . . and 
by comparing the party’s performance with that of an average, prudent, comparable [party].”  Id. at 582.

• Whataburger, Inc. v. Whataburger of Alice, Ltd., 2017 Tex. App. LEXIS 5647 (Tex. App. – San Antonio 
2017, pet. denied)

• Common asset purchase agreement terms – there, “use . . .best efforts to cause the consummation of the 
transactions” and “use . . . best efforts to obtain the consents of all persons . . . necessary to consummate the 
transactions” – “did not create heightened duties of candor, loyalty and good faith,” based upon a reading of the 
agreement as a whole.
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TEXAS – BEST EFFORTS CLAUSES FOUND 
UNENFORCEABLE

• Kevin M. Ehringer Enters., Inc. v. McData Serv. Corp., 646 F.3d 321 (5th Cir. 2011)

• Language at issue:  McData was to use its “best efforts to further the promotion, marketing, licensing and sale of 

Products” and to use best efforts to “participate and exploit product capabilities at industry trade events”

• The first clause “does not provide a goal or guideline by which McData can be expected to measure its progress,” 

and the second clause “is similarly indefinite and also enforceable.”

• Western Power, Inc. v. Transamerican Power Prods., Inc., 2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 58891 (S.D. Tex. 

2018)

• Language at issue:  “Representative . . . shall use its best efforts and devote such time as may be reasonably 

necessary to sell and promote the sale of Seller’s products within the territory.”

• The devotion of time language “does not establish a guideline to determine what constitutes Plaintiff’s ‘best efforts’ 

to achieve the ultimate object of selling and promoting the sale of Defendant’s products,” so absent a provided goal 

or guideline, “the clause is unenforceable as a matter of Texas law.”
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TEXAS – BEST EFFORTS CLAUSES FOUND 
ENFORCEABLE

• Herrmann Holdings Ltd. v. Lucent Techs., Inc., 302 F.3d 552 (5th Cir. 2002)

• Language at issue:  “[U]se reasonable efforts to prepare, file and cause to become effective, as 

promptly as practicable . . . the Registration Statement.”

• The phrase “as promptly as practicable” was a sufficiently objective goal.
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TEXAS – BREACH OF “BEST EFFORTS” 
CLAUSE FOUND

• DaimlerChrysler Motors Co., LLC v. Manuel, 362 S.W.3d 160 (Tex. App. – Ft. Worth 2012)

• Manufacturer and dealership entered into Settlement Agreement whereby Chrysler, in the event of a 

protest by another dealership to Manuel opening a location in South Arlington, would “use 

[Chrysler’s] best efforts to litigate or settle the protest or lawsuit in order to allow the establishment of 

[the South Arlington] dealership.”

• After a rival dealer protested to Chrysler in January 2000, Chrysler spent time between then and 

December 2000 (when the protest was withdrawn):  in multiple meetings with the rival dealer; filing 

suit in federal district court and appealing an adverse ruling to the Fifth Circuit; intervening in a state 

administrative proceeding in Texas; and separately filing a suit in state court.

• The Settlement Agreement also had a separate deadline whereby Manuel was required to build and 

complete the facilities for the South Arlington dealership before January 1, 2001.
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TEXAS – BREACH OF “BEST EFFORTS” 
CLAUSE FOUND

• DaimlerChrysler Motors Co., LLC v. Manuel, 362 S.W.3d 160 (Tex. App. – Ft. Worth 2012)

• “We cannot interpret the best efforts provision as placing no deadline at all for Chrysler to litigate or 
settle the Meador protest because doing so reads the January 1, 2001 deadline out of the [Settlement 
Agreement] and renders the best efforts clause itself meaningless. . . . Rather, the goal or objective of 
the best efforts provision in the [Settlement Agreement], in light of the agreement as a whole, was for 
Chrysler to use its best efforts to litigate or settle the Meador protest in such a period of time that 
Manuel could establish the South Arlington dealership by January 1, 2001.”  Id. at 172.

• “[W]here a contract does not fix the time for performance . . ., it will be presumed that the agreement 
is to be performed within a reasonable time. . . Therefore, even if the January 1, 2001 date specified . . 
. for opening the new dealership were not controlling . . ., we hold that the best effort provision . . . had 
a measurable timeline or goal of resolving any protest by settlement or litigation within a reasonable 
time and was thus enforceable.”  Id. at 173.
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TEXAS – BREACH OF “BEST EFFORTS” 
CLAUSE FOUND

• DaimlerChrysler Motors Co., LLC v. Manuel, 362 S.W.3d 160 (Tex. App. – Ft. Worth 2012)

• “[T]he fact that Chrysler eventually settled the Meador protest so that the South Arlington dealership 

opened a year later than contemplated does not establish as a matter of law the Chrysler met the goal.”  

Id. at 173-174.

• “The question is not whether Chrysler should have litigated, as we agree that was its right.  Rather, the 

question is when did Chrysler’s choice to litigate to the exclusion of making any efforts toward 

settlement become unreasonable.”  Id. at 177.

• Two key facts relevant to the analysis seem to have been that Chrysler: 

• “assured Manuel in mid-June 2000 that it was going to dismiss the federal appeal and attempt to settle with 

Meador while Manuel filed suit and litigated against Meador in state court”; but (b) even though Manuel did 

file and litigate a suit, “Chrysler still made no effort to settle with Meador until late September.”  Id.; and

• Chrysler “had budgeted $50 million toward preventing or resolving protests such as that filed by Meador.”  

Id. at 176.
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LACK OF UNIFORM USE 
OF “BEST EFFORTS” CLAUSES

Evraz Stratcor, Inc. v. Kennametal Inc., 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 43079 (W.D. Ark. Mar. 24, 2017) 

(applying Pennsylvania law and finding no breach of implied duty of good faith and fair dealing) 

• “The Court notes that the Agreement does contain ‘best efforts’ language, but this language does 

not relate to VAl orders or sales. Instead, the Agreement requires Defendant to use its best efforts 

to keep the Conversion Facility's lease in effect during the Agreement's duration. The Court finds 

that the explicit use of a best-efforts clause elsewhere in the Agreement, combined with the 

absence of such a clause regarding VAl orders or sales, is indicative that the parties did not intend 

to be bound by such a clause with respect to VAl orders or sales. The parties could have included 

a best-efforts clause in connection with VAl orders or sales, but they did not.”
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LACK OF UNIFORM USE 
OF “BEST EFFORTS” CLAUSES

Gloucester Landing Associates Ltd. Partnership v Gloucester Redevelopment Authority,               
802 N.E.2d 1046, 60 Mass. App. Ct. 403 (Mass. App. Ct. 2004)

• “One provision of the LDA did impose an obligation on GRA to use its best efforts to assist 
Gloucester Landing in obtaining the permits and license necessary to develop the Project. That 
provision, however, specifically referred to a bank's commitment to finance the Project, and that 
commitment was contingent on Gloucester Landing obtaining the necessary permits and license 
for the Project by May 30, 1986. Any contractual obligation placed on GRA by the provision to 
use its best efforts expired on that date. There were no further provisions in either the LDA or the 
LDA amendment that expressly or impliedly stated that GRA was to use its best efforts after May 
30, 1986.”  Id., 60 Mass. App. Ct. at 411.
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LACK OF UNIFORM USE 
OF “BEST EFFORTS” CLAUSES

ParaData Computer Networks, Inc. v. Telebit Corp., 830 F.Supp. 1001 (E.D. Mich. 1993)

• Contract contained a best efforts clause in the context of “preserv[ing] the business of the CPD Division 
before closing”, but no express best efforts provision concerning “generat[ing] any sales or to expend 
any resources in marketing ACS products.”

• “If ParaData wanted to impose a duty of best efforts on Telebit it should have done so explicitly.”  Id. at 
1005.

Aventis Envt’l Science USA LP v. Scotts Co., 383 F.Supp.2d 488 (S.D.N.Y. 2005)

• “Reading the contract as a whole, the failure to include an explicit ‘best efforts’ clause for the alleged 
obligation of Scotts to promote and sell Finale, when the parties have included ‘best efforts’ clauses for 
other obligations, suggests that the parties chose not to bind Scotts by such an obligation.”  Id. at 506-
507.
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WAIVING “BEST EFFORTS” OBLIGATIONS
OTHERWISE PROVIDED BY LAW

Pierce v. QVC, Inc., 555 F.Supp.2d 499 (E.D. Pa. 2008)

• 13 Pa. C.S. § 2306(b) provides:  “A lawful agreement by either the seller or the buyer for 
exclusive dealing in the kind of goods concerned imposes unless otherwise agreed an obligation 
by the seller to use best efforts to supply the goods and by the buyer to use best efforts to 
promote their sale.”

• “QVC expressly disavowed any obligation to purchase or promote Cottage Garden products or to 
have Mr. Pierce (or some other Spokesperson) appear on its programming for promotional 
purposes. As the parties have clearly ‘otherwise agreed,’ Section 2306 of Pennsylvania's U.C.C. 
does not impose a duty upon QVC to use its ‘best efforts’ to promote Cottage Garden products.”  
Id. at 504-505.
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GUIDEPOSTS OR NO GUIDEPOSTS?

Frick v. Spice, 2018 Mich. App. LEXIS 3650 (Mich. App. Dec. 11, 2018)

• “The agreement . . .  required defendant to use his ‘best efforts’ to obtain financing to purchase 

plaintiff’s interest.”

• “Use of the open term ‘best efforts’ in the parties’ agreement . . . obligated defendant to do what 

was reasonable to obtain the contemplated financing.  If defendant was concerned about placing 

any limitations on the performance necessary to satisfy this obligation, . . . he should have 

included that limitation in the agreement.”

• Affirmed trial court’s findings that “defendant did not use his ‘best efforts’ to obtain financing 

because the evidence showed that defendant applied for a business loan to finance the 

contemplated transaction, but then contacted the financial institution and withdrew his request 

for financing before the bank decided whether to approve or deny the loan.”
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GUIDEPOSTS OR NO GUIDEPOSTS?

Bona Fide Conglomerate, Inc. v. SourceAmerica, 377 F.Supp.3d 1093 (S.D. Cal. 2019) (applying Virginia 
law)

• SourceAmerica agreed “to use best efforts to provide that Bona Fide is treated objectively, fairly and 
equitably in its dealing with [SourceAmerica], with specific attention to contract allocation,” and to 
“use best efforts to provide that Bona Fide is afforded equal access to services provided by 
[SourceAmerica] including regulatory assistance, information technology support; engineering, 
financial and technical assistance; legislative and workforce development assistance; communications 
and public relations expertise; and an extensive training program.”  Id. at 1104.

• The Court found SourceAmerica only had an obligation to “diligently act” consistent with language of 
the contract, and “[t]he text does not say that SourceAmerica must afford Bona Fide special treatment 
or substantive boosts in consideration.  While the phrase ‘best efforts’ might imply exceptional, rather 
than ordinary duties, that phrase is immediately tempered by the ensuing phrases.”  Id. at 1108.  The 
best efforts clause neither was an “unfettered promise” nor “an obligation to treat [Bona Fide] lavishly, 
single it out for favorable treatment, or to furnish it with special services or access[.]”  Id. at 1108-09.
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“BEST EFFORTS” – A CLEAR DESCRIPTION

United States v. Cyprus Amax Minerals Co., 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 85246 (D. Ariz. May 22, 2017)

• “Settling Defendants shall, with respect to any Affected Property, use best efforts to secure all necessary access 
agreements, . . . which shall provide that the lease and/or permit holders at the Affected Property, and the 
Affected Property owner . . ., shall: (i) provide Settling Defendants, EPA, and NNEPA, and their representatives, 
contractors, and subcontractors, with access at all reasonable times to such Affected Property to conduct any 
activity regarding this CD . . .; and (ii) refrain from using such Affected Property in any manner that EPA 
determines, after providing NNEPA with a reasonable opportunity to review and comment on the determination, 
will pose an unacceptable risk to human health or to the environment due to exposure to Waste Material, or 
interfere with or adversely affect the implementation of the Work.”

• “As used in this Section, ‘best efforts’ means the efforts that a reasonable person in the position of Settling 
Defendants would use so as to obtain access or use restrictions in a timely manner, including the cost of 
employing professional assistance and the payment of reasonable sums of money to secure access and/or 
use restriction agreements. If Settling Defendants are unable to accomplish what is required through ‘best 
efforts’ in a timely manner, Settling Defendants shall notify the United States and the Navajo Nation and include 
a description of the steps taken to comply with the requirements in this Section.”
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A USE CASE:  “BEST EFFORTS” LANGUAGE 
IN A FORCE MAJEURE CLAUSE

United States v. Cyprus Amax Minerals Co., 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 85246 (D. Ariz. May 22, 2017)

• “ ‘Force majeure,’ for purposes of this CD, is defined as any event arising from causes beyond the 

control of Settling Defendants, of any entity controlled by Settling Defendants, or of Settling 

Defendants' contractors that delays or prevents the performance of any obligation under this CD 

despite Settling Defendants' best efforts to fulfill the obligation. The requirement that Settling 

Defendants exercise ‘best efforts to fulfill the obligation’ includes using best efforts to 

anticipate any potential force majeure and best efforts to address the effects of any potential 

force majeure (a) as it is occurring and (b) following the potential force majeure such that 

the delay and any adverse effects of the delay are minimized to the greatest extent possible. 

‘Force majeure’ does not include financial inability to complete the Work or failure to achieve the 

Performance Standards.”
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COMMON THEMES – AND PITFALLS

• Limiting “best efforts” clauses with other clauses, e.g., giving promisor broad or unfettered discretion.

• Limiting “best efforts” clauses to discrete obligations and situations.

• Subordinating “best efforts” clauses with express conditions precedent.

• Setting temporal limitations on “best efforts” clauses.

• Failing to identify subsidiaries, parents and affiliates of the promisor as also subject to the “best efforts” clause.

• Waiving “best efforts” provisions otherwise provided by law.

• Inserting “best efforts” clauses in a non-uniform manner across a contract.

• Failing to provide benchmarks against which to measure best efforts (i.e. who/how many people working on 
project; allowance/disallowance of competing endeavors; amount of time and money to be devoted)

• “[T]he phrase ‘best efforts’ is a slippery one in the absence of any checks on the promisor[.]”  Matter of Friedman, 407 
N.Y.S.2d 999, 64 A.D.2d 70, 87 (2d Dep’t 1978).

• Qualifying “best efforts” with other words, e.g., “reasonable” or “commercially reasonable” or “good faith.”
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MAP YOUR CONTRACT
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MAP YOUR CONTRACT

What is your goal? What acts/conditions are you seeking 
to control with your “best efforts” 

clause?
Examples:
•Increased sales—how much? by what percentage?
•How was a task done—were new ways to increase sales 
tried?  Are you looking for an innovative approach?

•Are there other benchmarks to work off of?
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MAP YOUR 
CONTRACT

• Opportunity to Cure

• How critical is the “best efforts” clause to 
your contract? 

• Will notice be required if Company A feels 
Company B is not using its “best efforts”

• Bear in mind, that the parties will not 
be obligated to perform any greater a 
duty than contained in the contract, so 
be sure your contract contains all the 
structure needed to impose the 
conduct you seek. 
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BE 
SPECIFIC 
AND BE 
REALISTIC
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BE SPECIFIC 
AND BE 
REALISTIC

• Be as specific as possible.
• The broader the clause, the more 

discretion exists to find the parties did 
or did not act with their best efforts.

• Use language that reflects the industry your 
client is in

• Best practices vs. Acceptable 
industry practices

• Fewer companies adhere 
to “best practices” as 
opposed to “acceptable 
industry practices”

• A good starting point–
will an industry expert be 
able to objectively define 
what my client seeks
through the “best efforts” 
clause 

• Don’t bite off more than you plan to chew
• “reasonable commercial judgment”
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BE SPECIFIC 
AND BE 
REALISTIC

• Bear in mind, the court is not going to 
substitute its business judgment for the 
parties:

• Non-Linear Trading Co. v. Braddis Assocs. 
243 A.D.2d 107, 675 N.Y.S.2d 5 (NY 
App. Div. 1998)– dismissing complaint 
and finding best efforts clause 
unenforceable as indefinite where  
there were “no objective means by 
which a motion court or trier of fact 
can determine whether defendant has 
breached the Agreement. . . a court 
could not intervene without imposing 
its own conception of what the 
parties should or might have 
undertaken rather than confining itself 
to a bargain to which they have 
mutually committed themselves”)

• Polestar inquiry: what are the objective 
benchmarks your client wants to hit or avoid?
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BE 
REASONABLE
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BE 
REASONABLE

• “Best efforts’ . . . cannot mean 
everything possible under the sun.”  
Coady Corp. v. Toyota Motor Distrib., 361 
F.3d 50, 59 (1st Cir. 2004)

• “Best efforts” clause is not going ensure that 
any agreement becomes the Messiah for 
your client.

• Statements made during contract 
negotiations may become relevant to explain 
an ambiguous “best efforts” clause.  Stone v. 
Caroselli, 653 P.2d 754, 757 (Colo. Ct. App. 
1982) 
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BE 
REASONABLE

• How did the promisor perform in other 
agreements with the same or a similar 
obligation?

• Olympia Hotels Corp. v. Johnson Wax Dev. Corp., 
908 F. 2d 1363 (7th Cir. 1990)
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BE CLEAR
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BE CLEAR

• Use objective criteria for what will satisfy best efforts 
obligations—does not need to be sophisticated to be upheld

• Muka v. Estate of Muka, 164 Ill.App.3d 223, 115 Ill.Dec. 262, 517 N.E.2d 
673 (1987)-- Stephen Muka agreed to transfer to Chris Muka $1,000,000 
worth of stock provided that Chris worked "reasonably hard & [sic] smart 
at things in the next year.“ The court upheld the provision and found that 
the objective standard applied.
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BE CLEAR

• What are some key terms to address:

• Allocation/spending of money

• Incurring expenses

• Incurring liabilities

• Time to be spent on various tasks

• Desire for new business strategy (or maintain current business 
strategy)

• Disposing of assets

• Incurring litigation
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BE CLEAR

• If wiggle room needed:

• “among other things”

• “reasonable commercial judgment”

• “standard practices”

• If difficult to come up with benchmarks:

• Look at industry reports

• Consult with experts prior to drafting the contract, or with regard to 
the job description

• Find Statistics
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